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4 MORE STUDY DAYS

UNTIL

,

.

EXAMS

Shoalf, Snell, Ull How

26 Seniors VJill
Dccomc Alumni
In February

Under Hew Sludy

Plan

What Am

Doing Here?

I

On Capitol Hill
The American University in Wash-ington, u. t,. bas announced tnat be
ginning in February three Wooster
students will participate in the
Washington Semester
plan. The students, Clark S. Shoaff
f Cleveland, Edgar L. Snell of Lo- di, and Johs Ulf of Jamestown, N. Y.
will spend the second semester of their
junior year at the School of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs of the

Ceremony in June

inter-institution-

leave a sizeable vacuum in Wooster
Plan initiated last year
r,
society. They are Mary Margaret
The plan, which was first put into
Joanne Frances Bloom, Delores ffect last year, makes the facilities
M. Dickson, Sylpia Jane Dunaway, of Washington available
to advanced
Donna Jeanne Fisher, Jacqueline Jean students who wish to do independent
Hornberger, Norma Jean North, Wil- work
in political sciesce, public adliam P. Balloon, Donald R. Berg-manministration, economics, international
Richard M. Evans, Norman R. affairs, sociology and communications.
Farmen, Paul Dodds Finefrock, Ray
The work is planned in conferences
W. Gillman, Robert Gish, Hartley A.
of
representatives from the colleges in
Harrison, Louis Edward Holden,
the
croeram. under the direction bf
Thomas Lykos, Roy F. Miller, Jr.,
the
interinstitutional committee. Ar
Bruce Lawrence Morrison, Eugene J.
thur
F. Southwick, Registrar, is the
Neff, Robert H. . Pierson, Leslie E.
representative
on this committee from
Roe-de- r,
Pritchard, Jr., Joseph Harrison
plans are then car
These
Wooster.
Lorin L. Schrock and William
by a
ried
from the
out
Glenn Shinn.
American University and a visiting
ecturer from one of the participating
colleges. Colleges which send students
to the plan are Allegheny College, Hi
ram College, Oberlin College, West'
minister College in Missouri, The
American University, and Wooster

5 Woosterians

urday.

Margaret Sullivan acted as clerk of
the Assembly which is patterned after
the United States Congress A resolution of Rita McColl's on U. S. policy
in the Far East was incorporated into
the action which was taken on the
main topic of "What should be done

ht

Affectionately known at the "Pill
Box", Sandwich Island was opened by
Mr. Guzzo six months ago and has
been undergoing improvements ever
since. For an eye witness view and
a few ideas for that winning jingle
drop down and taste what Guy calls
"the best beefburger in town". After
you've digested the food, copy that
jingle down and drop it in at the
Voice office with your name attached.
No box tops or coupons are necessary

Winter Frolic
Frosh Forum Hits Ice
enthusiastic

couples are

in the process of enjoying a Freshman
Forum Winter Frolic. Weather per
mitting, the night's festivities begin
with a brisk hike from the Rock to
Miller's Pond for skating, sledding,
and snowball fighting, a lively jaunt
back to Douglass basement should put
them in fine appetite for the hot meal
of chili, cocoa and coffee, and cake,
The rest of the evening's activities will
consist of a vie dance with some mixer
numbers intended to really confuse
anyone not already overcome with ex
haustion. For those who simply can'i
hold out any longer, refreshments are
planned.
Perhaps one of the last flings for
students and faculty alike, before ex
ams, the Frolic terminates the so
cial plans of the present cabinet.
Next semester's first and succeeding
meetings will be organized by the new
officers: Bill Voekel, president; Alice
Romig, secretary; Janet Goembel and
John Talbot, publicity chairmen; and
Heather Beck and Larry Weiss, so
cial chairmen. They will be installed
' at the next meeting, January 23, at
which time Dr. Spencer of the bio
logy department will speak on the
topic, "Science and Religion."

.

to insure peaceful relations among the
nations of the world,"

Dru-(Continu-

AND THERE

SHALL

BE NO NIGHT

Breneiser Plays
Sunday afternoon at 4:00 in Memorial Chapel, Mr. Eliot Breneiser will
present his first formal piano recital
on this campus. Mr. Breneiser came
to Wooster last fall from Claremount,
California where he had been teaching while earning his M. A. degree in
music.

Speaks Tonight

on Page 2)

s
Slightly more than
of our student body have gone on
record as being opposed to Universal Military Training! This fact
was brought to light by a student opinion poll held in chapel last week
under the sponsorship of the National Student Association. Despite
lingering wisps of tear gas, Sophomore, Junior and Senior classes
entered chapel to hear Mr. Halliday and Mr. Chittum, both members
of our faculty, present the issues inHe is a pupil of Daryl Dayton, volved in peacetime conscription.
professor of piano at Pamona Col
The same program was presenaed in
lege. Sunday's program will include
Freshman chapel with the Freshmen
compositions by Sarlatti, Bach, Lizt,
having a similar opportunity to vote.
Schubert, Bartok, Debussy, and
"It is the duty of any student who
The Sophomore, Junior and Senior
The public is invited to atinformation concerning
ulasses voted againsa U. M. T. by has
the
two-third-

Senate Says So Long
To Veteran Members;
'Mose Wants Dances
This was the last Senate meeting
for Betty Dodds and Kay Deen, junior
and senior representatives, respect
ively. They will be replaced by Eloise
Balconi and and Rae Palombo M. J.
Smirt is in there speaking for the
freshmen. These new people will as
sume their offices the first of next
semester.
Students are Thumbs Down on UMT
Biggest news of the meeting was
the results of the Universal Military
Training Chapel the other morning.
According to the ballots turned in
69
of the student body were against
the plan, and 29
for it. Also newsy,
was the fact that the Senate is trying
to change the date of their formal.
Now scheduled for April 9 it comes
the day before the Inter-Clu- b
formal.
No Deadline on Gum Shoe Scripts

Not much news on the Gum Shoe
scripts, 'but the deadline has not yet
arrived. No date has been set for the
production, but as soon as the script is
decided upon definite plans will be
made . . . This Saturday night there'll
be a vie dance in lower Babcock; also
'mouse' incident, in chapel to report
the guilty party to the M. S. G. A.,! a stag ditto the following Saturday
night as a break from exams.
Dean Ralph A. Young stated when
when questioned about the release of
Washing Machines are News
nine mice during the chapel program
After lengthy discussion, the group
January 13. "Many students know decided to adopt the Ohio regional
who was responsible, but their failure constitution of N. S. A. A majority
to take action shows that Men's Self voce or tne governing body was
Government is not working."
needed for ratification. The problem
The missing mice were part of e of securing washing machines for the
breeding experiment conducted by Al dorms was once more brought up.
Spritzer, pre-mestudent, and a re- Dick Poethig and Ted Fenton were
sult of six months work without aca- put in charge of setting up a com
demic credit. Stolen from the Biology mission to handle it. A
petition syslaboratory, the loss of these mice has tem will be used to determine the
more implications than apparently amount of interest.
realized by the thief. Many of the
'Mose' Would Have Us Dance
mice in the laboratory "were of the
Mr. Hole has suggested that dances
stock of those being used for cancer
experiments by scientists elsewhere, be given to pay for the new bleachers
and their loss might have had serious in the gym. Nothing definite was de
results in retarding medical studies. cided on this situation. It was agreed
"Although the unfortunate - inci upon, however, that all notices con
dent has caused me a great waste of cerning off campus students should
time," stated Al Spritzer, "I do not be posted on the bulletin board out
wish to see the person caught, but side Chapel from now on.
hope he has been punished enough
Mary Weygandt has been in charge
by realizing what he has done."
of looking into the possibility of seBelieved to be connected with the curing older movies to be shown to
release of tear gas in chapel on the the student body free of charge. She
will present her findings at a Senate
two preceding days, the demonstra
might
possibly
be
tions
a' protest meeting Wednesday . during Chapel
,
against the cumpulsory chapel sys- Hour. Also there may be a movement
tem. "If this is true," said Mr. Young, on foot to pay the writer of the Hop
"the guilty party is certainly making Script a percentage of the profits raa stupid approach to the question." ther than a set figure at the time of
The' incident is not closed and will its acceptance. This will be discussed
remain under investigation until the further at the next meeting after
thief is' caught or turns himself in exams,' when a new semester is upon
to the M. S. G. A.
us.

'Of Mice and Men'
Or, Whodunnit??

Pro-kofie-

ff.

tend.

66,

while the Freshmen were epen
stronger In their opposition as indi
cated by a 72.3
vote in the neg
ative! Taking the student body as
marked "yes" on
whole, 28.9
their ballots; 66.8
marked "no";
voiced
2.3
and
opinion.
no
A grand
By' DOROTHY RODGERS
total of 633 ballots were cast; how
In 1929 there graduated from Wooster College a young man who
ever, one of the ballots turned out to
received, on that occasion, the Galpin Award for outstanding personal be a grocery list, so 632 was the c- ity and citizenship as evinced throughout his college career. President tual count. (Incidentally, it is hoped
of the Student Senate in his senior year, three years on the varsity that the person who lost the list was
teams in both football and baseball, a member of the Congressional able to buy his groceries without too
much inconvenience)
Club and

Need a Raccoon Coat
Contact Dean "Racky" Young

If You

the YMCA, and prominent

in social organizations on
campus, "Racky" Young was destined drive for funds to refurnish Kenar
Both chapel programs and the
for a more prominent place in the den, and met with great success. He opinion survey were handled by the
heart of his college than is the ord has many alumni contacts and helps N. S. A. in an attempt to sound out
inary fellow, even though he grad keep alumni interest in the school student opinion on this vital issue.
uated with distinction.
The purpose of N. S. A. in promoting
alive.
Graduates from McCormick
The familiar, friendly "Racky1 this project was neither to sway pub
lic opinion nor to take a partisan
Ralph C. Young, known to all the
stand but rather ". . . to educate stucampus as "Racky", proceeded after
dents as to the meaning of this cruhis graduation from Wooster to Mccial question and to encourage them
Cormick Theological Seminary, from
which school he graduated in 1932.
to take individual action." The results of this survey will be reported
From there he accepted a call to the
the Presbyterian Church of Harbor
to the national organization of
N. S. A. which will in turn act as a
Springs, Michigan, where he remained
clearing house' for such reports on
until 1937, when he was appointed asthis subject and will attempt to presistant to the president of this college in the field of financial promosent an accurate, clear and unbiased
of student opinion
cross section
tion; in 1938 he was appointed dithroughout
the country.
rector of admissions, and in 1944 he
became acting dean of men, his acThis is the first in, a series of projtual appointment in 1943.
ects sponsored by the N. S. A. and
The Bases Are Farther Apart Now
it is hoped that projects in the fuA Wooster football hero while he
ture will be received with the same
was here in college, Racky was an outenthusiasm and cooperation that the
standing halfback. He also played a
student body gave to the U. M. T.
mean game of baseball, as center fieldprogram.
er and catcher. This interest and pro1

--

in athletics is characteristic
and always; he now plays
Softball with various local aggregations. One may, however, take this recent remark at its face value: "They
seem to have the bases so much farther
apart now than when we were in college." I feel it advisable not to disclose
my source of information concerning
the above quotation.
. .

Senatorials

ed

Students Vole Down OUT

ficiency

first, last,

from all the students on the hill attests to the fact that he i not just
a dean of (men, a religion professor,
and an administrative official. Racky
Young is a "good guy" on Wooster
campus now as much as when he
went to school here as, I heard 'just
the other day, ''Racky's a right guy!"
and that is no little praise for a dean
from a student, especially when it reflects the attitude of the whole campus.

The other interest that now con
sumes Racky's time is his rather large
home. It comes by the grapevine that
if you cant find him anywhere else,
he's likely to be firing the furnace at
home. The toughest job he's had yet
Gore
in connection with his house came
when he decided to sand all the floors
will
an
Richard
Gore
present
Mr.
surprise the family, on their return
to
All permits for the use of automo"Die
opera
explanatory .talk on the
week-en- d
sojourn.
worked
from
He
a
will be automatically terminated
biles
evening
this
by
Wagner
at
Walkuere"
2 a. m. nearly every morning
until
close of the present semester.
the
broad'
be
at
7:00 p.m. This opera is to
weeke.
thrse
for
who
feel they have legitimate
Men
net
cast Saturday afternoon on
will
Always
good
emissary
interested
of
for
using cars on campus
an
those
reasons
in
work program, and
when
college,
he
Young
the
Dean
for
invited.
The
next semester should get in touch with
an interpretation are
college
first
the Dean of Men at their earliest
ad
the
the
came
of
A
place
Room
in
to
meeting will take
in
capacity
the
ministrative
headed
convenience.
Merz Hall.
.

Albert Spritzer and John Hudson
served on the committee dealing with
the U. S. foreign policy in Europe.
Raymond Falls and Margaret Sullivan
were members of the committee which
dealt with the question of international
relations and organization. Mr.

tor

itie course will consist ot rune
Are vou ever flat broke at the
hours
of formal courses and a max
end of the month? Would you like
imum of independent work is govern
to have an extra five dollars rolling
ment agencies including a three hour
in just when you need it? Then
seminar, on the Marshall plan.
lend your ear, cuz we have a solu
Shoaff, who is more popularly
tion for all your troubles. Guy
Guzzo, owner and operator of "Sand- known as Bill, is a political science
wich Island", an eatery down on major witn law ana tne v. a. I. in
Route 30 lis sponsoring a contest to the future. A first section man, he
end all contests. The college student is business manager of the Index this
or faculty member who writes the year and will take his Washington
line jingle about studies in the Department of justice,
best
"Sandwich Island" will be awarded a
Ed Snell is also heading for law
prize of five dollars. And this is not with
a political science major and
just one, lone, solitary contest. Every
(Continued on Page 4)
month new jingles will be accepted,
and a new prize given.

By WOODY ACHAUER

Attend

After an impressive victory over a highlytouted Mount Union
quintet, Coach Mose Holes cagers will entertain the Kenyon Lords
tomorrow night on the hilltop hardwood. That the Kenyon Lords
Five College of Wooster debaters should not be regarded lightly in spite of their record of four wins
participated in the fourth Legislative and three setbacks is the fact that they have scored an average of 63
Assembly of the Northeast Ohio De- points in comparison to the Soots' 60. But defensively Kenyon has
allowed 60 points to Woosters 49J
bate Conference at Oberlin last SatThus far this season the Lords bar

n,

Profound Patter
Brings $5 Reward

Scots Anticipate Tough Battle
Starring Wagner and Rixcy

Conference at Oberlin

Bas-inge-

co-ordina-

Kenyon Cap
Hillward
As Moses Boys Entrench
Debate Assembly

( m'ms

al

Twenty six Wooster Students
will graduate at the end of this
semester. In Chapel Tuesday recog'
nition was given them, and Dean
Henry W. Taeusch welcomed them
to return to Commencement in
June. The group, though small, u one
of outstanding achievement and will American University.

Forty-fou- r

Number 12

WOOSTER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 23, 1948

Volume LXIV

four-to-eig-

NO PAPER
UNTIL
FRIDAY, THE 13TH

Calling All Cars
.

d

chilled Kent Stat extension of Can
ton, Hiram, Denison, and Case while
losing to Heidelberg, Otttrbein, and

Capital
The Kenyon basketeers boast one
of the most terrific basketball players
in their history in Eppa Rixcy, gi
gantic six foot six inch center. As
Rixey ricochets, so go the Lords.
Eppa Rixey averages 24 points
Per Game
During Kenyon's
basketball
7
season. Kutey
his
name to 327 points and a 19.4 average. This season the tall and terrible
lad is even better, ripping the cords
with 169 points and a 24.1 average
per game.
Rixey's 24.1 average is far and away
the best in the Ohio Conference, and
his total of 169 points ties him for
second with Vaughn of Akron, who
has played in five more games than

J

'46-'4-

-

eppa-gramme-

d

Rey.
Rixey scored 34 points against Capital
This stratospheric-minde- d
center
has been hotter than an inevriated
fire-fl- y
recently, scoring 34 points
against Capital which is second in
the Conference, and 36 points
Case. Heidelberg and Hiram con-considered it a big night when they
succeeded in holding Rixey below 20
points.
A terrific scoring battle
the
trio of Eppa Rixey, "Fingers" Wagner, and "Swish" Shaw is mors dun
likely. Wagner and Shaw rank second
and third in the Conference with averages of 17.4 and 17.1. The 157 and
154 points of Wagner and Shaw
place them fifth and seventh in the
Conference.
Kenyon's starting lineup tnrludfs
an array of players six feet or better.
Dave Bell (6 ft, 3in.) and John
Mooney (6 ft.) will be starting in
the forward slots. Bell is no slouch in
(Continued on Page 4)
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Hygeia Feels Effects
01 "Ptomaine Tavern'II
Men dining at Kenarden learned
that there is more than one way to
get intoxicated
when contaminated
Swiss steak was served for Sunday
dinner. Nearly fifty cases of severe
nausea were diagnosed as "food
by Dr. Jacoby at Hygeia
in-toricati-

on"

Hall.
Twelve cases, including two girls.
were kept in Hygeia up to 24 hours

atter

admittance.

Attendant

at

breakfast in Kenarden Monday morn
ing significantly dropped from the usual 175 to 73.
"So far as we are able to determine,", commented Dr. Jacoby, "the
Swiss steak was apparently contaminated prior to delivery to the campus.
If it had spoiled here, the effects of
the poisoning would have been immediate. In these
the bacteria developed in the victims body
ten or twelve hours after consump

inrft.

tion."

Feuding Freshmen End Fight After Poelrv Barrage;
Eberhart Leaves
Heaven Sent Open House Appeases Douglass Men
Kingman Eberhart, professor ot
E.

economics, will leave Wooster. next seBy HARRIET. HALL
" seems to be the order of the day And take us to all tne dances!
mester on a short leave of absence.
"Feudiin Fussin', and
He will continue work on his doc- at least for "Hatfield Hoover" and. "McCoy Douglass." Both dorms After New Yeart let's be clever,
tor's ;degree at the University of Wis- have been leveling .poetic guns at each other since before Christmas. Come on girls, tefs all endeavor
U.consin.The historic battle of the sexes started when one of them thar Douglass To keep all us boys dam warm,
t
indiscreetly dropped the suggestion..(inthe, presence of a And make Hoover one hot dona.
Replacement for the teaching pc men-mos(Yes, they had trouble singing it, too).
but Mr. Eberhart will return to the Hooverite) that Douglass considered Hoover gals somewhat "Frigid."
Hoover meditated over the Christ-ma- s
as you like, they did. At any
sipon has not yet been announced, take it
vacation truce. Peace was short
Give
us one more try.
faculty for the fall semester of 1948. rate, Hoover felt that such a slur on
lived,'
however, for in a week after
the character of the dorm must not
After this poetic masterpiece Dougschool
resumed. Hoover delivered
go unavenged. So she delivered to lass felt called upon to respond. So
Douglass, at six O'clock in the morn- they trotted over, at 12:30 at night, this invitation in chapeL
with the following epic also to the We are the girls of heavenly Hoover
On Sunday evening January 2 J ing, a little Christmas Carol.
Your love song really moved her
."
(All together girls, to the tune of
Dr. Charles F. Boss, Jr., of Chicago,
First we gave you a Oii-kn- t
greet
We art the handsome boys from
the Executive Secretary of the Meth the "Gloworm."
mg
Douglass,
odist Commission on World Peace We are the girls of frigid Hoover
Now we tell you of a New Years
will be the speaker at the Sunday Your caresses just don't move her
When we go out you won't hug us.
meeting
evening Union Service at the Meth- All our lights are all aglitter
That b why we dunk youYe cold,
Your song asked for tome reform
odist Church at 243 North Market Which makes you and me so bitter Not because we aren't to bold.
Come on ever and tee bow warm
Street. His subject will be "Europe You may think that we are cold
Remember mat next years leap year, Hoover has become
since &o
and American Foreign Policy."
The trouble it you're not to bold v And men you have nothing to fear) AH you freshmen
man.
(Continued on page 2)
So we say in fond reply
You mutt make all the advances,
(Continued
A-fight-

,'

in'

-

Churchman Lectures

"Glo-Worm-

on page 4)

'He who repents is twice unhappy and doubly

wea."Spintza

aWr

K
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Managing Editor.
Sports Editor

lctnTS; ItJZtol
rUodertoo, Rat Palombo.
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1
,
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STAFF ARTISTS; Joins

Coin

For Creators

of interest in writing Gum
Shoe Hop scripts is entirely justified. The throwing together of words
into a coherent plot which will prove an attractive entertainment to
the public requires not only time and hard wor, but a vivid and
to me

that the present lac

ifc.

co-e-

Editor
Business Manager
Associate Editor

ALLEN B. VALENTINB
JEAN SCOTT 1
JOYCE JARMAN
KENNETH WRIGHT
LARRY PIPER .

It seems

'.
By SUE QUAY
According to the latest concensus of opinion, classes are not only
intefering with social life but are putting a definite cramp in
style. I am referring to the latest craze. for knitting. Have you ever
wondered just what your professors think when they look around
and see all skirted members of their classes busily jabbing needles
back and forth, dropping balls of yarn on the floor, and in general

.uLi

.

--

II d- -v v
jmmjic imagination as wen. wing ucuuv,
There are of course, two excellent opportunities Jor script writers
.
J
J aL.
.'k
v.
every year
the Uum bhoc nop, already mentioned, ana me aiTii.
Both have been the
for rli Hnlnr Divj 0rt.rM7ion.iaA
in Mav.
j- - o
.
U ,c
-r
nhitiinn
L. VI ilUUCTll
...... rrmt the
w.
1VI Tltuny Jytuio. 11. to
iriaJKi
J
.
'
writers of these scripts deserve an ample reward for their efforts,
something they have not received in the past. I would construe ample
to mean no less than one hundred dollars.
.--

looking totally preoccupied? A recent
survey around campus will give you
a few answers. For the most part, the
faculty u fairly indifferent, but I have
discovered two worthy opponents to
we new regime,
"I find it very disturbing and not
m 00j formi i believe in Class de- I
. .
I
corum and that there is a place for
everything and everything in its
place." Dr. Fenn.
"When I enter the room I expect
to be the center of attention. I can't
watch knitting and keep my mind on
my lecture, so we will have no knit
ting." Mr. Moore.
While on the other side of the
fence I found the following views.
A. long a. every other pan ..
for me I don't mind." Mr. Halliday

.

.

..

ntiwr

.

.

.

those who knitted seemed to be pretty
.
I
t .L .
g0oa students, i ao aemana mat you
high-watmust be good though because begin.
, .
l
ne 8ec 100 engrossea m ie.r
.
1
I
XI- - MoteL
rn lufon fi mv lecture.
Mr.
T
tQ
t
yeaf
haWt
althdugh I have in the past. I don't
think it bothers me and won't object
as long as the knitter is intelligent,
The emphasis has always been away from the pecuniary angle.
thut is if his learning processes aren't
I have heard it expressed that "school spirit and sheer enjoyment" interrupted and he is able to take im
should be the motivating factors in writing these scripts and I would portant ideas and data." Mr. John- "

1

1

I

1
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er

..J.
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Lowry, Dean Young
Attend Conferences in
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Dob ate Assembly
(Continued from Page 1)
thai of Wooster's speech faculty was
parliamentarian for the sessions in
which the following schools took part:
Baldwin-Wallac-

Bowling Green, Case

e,

of Technology, Heidleberg,
Hiram, John Carroll, Cent, University of Akron, and Western Reserve.
Al Spritzer, a junior from Brook- lyn.N. Y., is majoring in chemistry.
He is an official delegate to national
and regional conventions of the Stu
dent League for Industrial Democracy, a delegate to the National Student Organization, and a member of
the German, International Relations,
and Mathematics Clubs.
Margaret Sullivan of Wooster is a
political science major and a senior.
She is a member of Eta Sigma Phi
and the Classical Club.
Rita McColl, also a senior major in
political science, is a member of the
International Relations Club, THE
Corporation, the W. A. A., and the
Voice and Index staffsFrom Cleveland Heights, she was recently initiated into Delta Sigma Rho, national
honary forensics fraternity.
Institute

be less profitably spent
interest but if they can find the time they're
hopes
future,
with
the
With an eve
r of- greater.i student
J on
.
'
i
.
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BlUufi and AwiauA

To flirt is very wrong;

I don't.
Wild youths chase wine, women, and
Unconfirmed:
song;

That's the condition of all the rumors heard lately. The
when some born pessimist said that board was going
shock
biggest
came
I don't.
be
raised
$15
semester. I think that rumor may lead to a lot
to
next
I kiss no girls, not even one; t
off
that Mr. Eberhart may
of
roomers
. . . Also 'tis rumored
campus
I don't know how the thing is done;
is confirmed on the first
be
back
That
however,
semester.
one,
next
You wouldn't think I have much not
the
speech
close
department comes
believe
From
I
to
sources'
page,
.
. .
fun
word that Margaret Webster may bring her Shakespearean troup here
I don't.
some time in the spring. No definite plans have been made but every
one in the know is living with crossed fingers
Good Thews'. Seems that the fire department down town is advertising
for Minute Men who will be paid $1 an hour for services rendered.
The ages are from
or thereabouts. Sounds like an easy way of
earning some extra money, fellows. Maybe you could even get some
body on campus to give the department business . . . Also a way to
ments of the course to pass, but make moola is ,the plan adhered to by that group of senior women
so deficient as to attract attention who are trying to give Percy a liberal education. For further gorey
and set them off from the middle and pecuniary details, see Jean Scott . . . Someone told me, in a burst
of confidence, that the girls in Beall are saving pennies for a worthy
range of satisfactory students.
F. Deficiencies so great as not to war cause. It s just a shame that they didn t reach their goal before the
present ptomaine crisis . . .
rant credit.
Milenium : Because of a campaign waged by Iwy Hartman, Jean
The
e
that
indicates
I. The "I" grade
of the senior women came
and several other active seniors, 86
King
which
work,
small portion of the
elections
week's
last
WSGA
. . . Speaking of said elec
in
vote
to
out
by
made
up
is unfinished is to be
Someone, whose initials
led
Hollenback
astray.
was
Tege
tions,
poor
week
of
the end of the fourth
the following semester, except are Pat Penn, told her that she had to give a speech at the installation
days
where other arrangements are tea telling why she wanted to be on the board. Tege spent two
was
only
her
masterpiece
told
kind
soul
writing
the
before
it
some
made with the instructor upon conDave
about
the
lines
story
the
comes
Along
joke
martyr
same
a
.
.
.
sultation with the Registrar.
(Note: The automatic conversion Blackshear in Social psych class. Mr. Mosel, after deciding that neither
s
of "I" to "F" 'is hereby discon he (Mr. M.) nor Al Primer could measure the length of the women
reliable sources,
According
Dave.
the
to
job
the
skirts
class,
to
gave
in
tinued.)
David has not been in class since
We hear that all cigarette butts
W. The "W" grade usually indicates
Hoover smoker are placed in ash trays. Cheers to those gals if it be
in
that the student withdrew from
so. Holden and Babcock could well look to their butts,.
the course after the second week
Condolences:
To Fuzzy Vance who broke his hip recently. I'm sure the
It is also
and before
whole college wishes Mr. Vance a speedy recovery We're going to
used in certain cases of withdrawal
miss you in chapel, Fuzzy
To the Hodgson family in Akron. I heir
(See the regula
after
daughter, Jean, it seems, has developed a low i.q. during her four
tions concerning withdrawal from
year stay here. The other night she was seen knocking on her own
course.)
door and waiting for her own roommate to tell her to come in. She
Note: The Registrar will record claims it was only
but when you ask her what her
"plus", "minus", and "straight" name is and she replies, "Juke Hodgson" there, can't be much, doubt.
grades in the "A", "B", and "C" Ah. these poor overworked seniors . . . To you poor sufferers over
areas. The above grade definitions in Hygeia. Don't you worry, we're starting a campaign ior the "Sink
rescind and replace the interpre ing of the ptoMaine . We hear, though, that you had a bit ot diversion
tation of letter grades in terms of the other day when some female basketball players appeared for heart
number equivalents based on 100 check-upThey were dressed in a Dorothy Lamourish sort of way,
GRADE DISTRIBUTION IN without the South Seas background . .
BASIC COURSES
Gripes: Recently a new rule was introduced for Wooster. women.
A. The grade of "A" will ordinarily According to this new link in our chains, we will be unable, to wear
be attained by approximately jeans and slacks to lunch or breakfast during exams. That means that
10
of the general run of stu if you are up studying early, you have to get completely dressed to
dents in "basic" courses.
have a cup of coffee and a piece of toast. And you kids down in the
B. The grade of "B" will ordinarily off campus houses have to walk up Beall at seven in the morning
be
attained by approximately with no slacks on. It looks like this is the time for us to unify in protest.
25
of the general run of stu The WSGA has a committee working on it, so submit your gripes
dents in "basic" courses.
to your class representative. That s what she s there, for . . rirst on
C.'The grade of "C" will ordinarily Wooster's own Hit Parade seems to be those catchy tunes tr'T'm
be attained by approximately Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover" and "Now is the Hour." Notice
30
of the general run of stu yourself how often you hear them whistled or hummed during the day.
(Continued on Page 4)
I got tired of counting after 342 . . .
Bon Voyage: To all of you who are leavings this February, a fond
and tearful farewell. Come back to see us you'll always be welcome
in the Shack and the Lib and the Chapel. In a few short months many
of us will be joining you out in the cold, cruel world. See if you can
warm
up a bit form's, will you? --

.
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Will Record "Plus" and "Minus

in

ed

sus-picio-

Plagarism

of Highest Work

must be obvious by this time
mm
mm
that it you take tne ngnt courses
mr
T
Tl Tl
day droP
you can ,Pend yoUr
With minor revisions, the faculty
ninir Mrcrie and no one will obiect.
the grade standards first
reaffirmed
Among the more unpleasant of the Wooster traditions is the one L was wonderinit if you could do
and revised on March
adopted
in
1928
are subjected twice a year at registration time. it jurin finai.?
to which the students
...
T
. - r
reads as foli
standard
The
1944.
27,
tradition that is here to stay. jeverIt seems to be a
lows:
T
ri mv Inn? imirt in the tumult to brotest dcainst the iniustice
DEFINITION OF GRADE
tiihirh ?tn tn be the brevailmpo motto of those who run the debacle. MORE ON mmm mm
r
'
AREAS
Naturally no system' or rule is so fool proof that everybody
I
work
of the very highest
Doing
A.
Willi
VHVV
benefits by it and no one is subjected to any injustice or harmful effects.
distinctly
superior to the
so
order;
1)
(Continued from Page
But a system in which such a large percentage, as in registration, oj
Eur- performance
as to be atBoss
average
summer
the
in
Dr.
spent
those subjectea to the rules are victims of the evil effects is one which
& ince his retum ha been 'M
by
students
only
of outtained
is inherently bad and ought to." go. On this premise I say that the P
aI1 over the country t0
excellence.
demand
standing
present system of registration should be thrown out. Knowing full Sfeat
"ew
Y'
well that the administration is about as lively to do away with the s'
B Doing work superior to the custreoistrntinn as thevj areata tear down Kenarden. - I brobose European situation,
omary performance to a degree
fthat changes should be made in the existing one so that the ratio of During his three months in Europe
that attracts attention and sets
he visited England, Norway, Sweden,
them off from the middle range
good to bad would be increased materially
of satisfactory students.
The system of registration will not be altered for the good of Denmark, Germany, Poland Czech
Italy
Switzerland,
Austria,
oslovakia,
the
towards
the students until those in power change their attitude
Meeting satisfactorily the requirewhole situation. This is not a case of a necessary evil about which and France. Talking with Churchmen,
ments of the course. Doing about
nothing can be done. There is no excuse for the chaos and ill feeling Economic and Political leaders and
what is customary for the middle
which accompanies every single registration. I have had no first hand Church groups in each of the conn
range of students in the course as
inormation as to the attitudes of the administration and faculty, and tries. He served as an expert at
they come and go throughout the
so I am forced to go by appearances and the actions of those m author- the Christian Youth Conference in
years.
Oslo, and is an outstanding leader in
ity. I sincerely hope the results are not related to the intentions.
Meeting enough of the require- the Peace movement in the country
The air of registration is slightly foul. It's a product of a "dog
eat dog and devil tae the hindmost , which is necessary ij the
innocent young Presbyterian is to get something of what he planned
to get. The student be damned idea is perhaps best exemphjied by the
well-establish-

m

following the same routine of eating and sleeping and studying and
especially eating. So, as we leave Hygeia it is a good thing that the
weather is frigid enough to claim our attention, inasmuch as our
are rapidly lowering our digestive morale. And although it
Filched from the Bee Gee News is a dark walk from Hygeia to Kenarden, it is more than evident by
were these gems of literary expression: the furtive comparisons of complexions that the PeptO'Bismol people
e
business this evening.
are in for a
Here lie the remains of poor Joe Bent,
He thought that by silence she gave
'
her consent.

As Faculty Redefines Grade Area;

knitMf

rs

Church there.

.

As for Those

a a

head-scratche-

"Most of my classes are writing so Y. M. C. A secretary when he leaves
hard I don't see how they could knit, school. John is from Toledo.

I think our Senate funds could

asvsw

It is iust the other eveninsr that a bunch of us are sitting on our
thing and another
On Wednesday, January 19, Dean nadded nortions in Kenarden talkinz about one
walks a character
Young attended a meeting of the and especially certain things in general fwhen in
us, inasmucn
Deans of Men of Presbyterian Col- looking very green indeed. Well, this is a great surprise to
is too early
and
also
it
leges at the Netherland Plaza in Cin- as there is a great scarcity of this type lately
entrance,
terrific
making
a
cinnati. It was the first time that such in the evening. Nevertheless, this jockey is
that and
and
this
way
a meeting had been held, and it was what with groaning and rolling his eyeballs
vicinities.
nearby
such, a great success that it was deci- complaining of great pains amidships and other
are comment'
ded to meet annually. At the same Naturally, we are very sympathetic about all this, so we
and
are making
color
ing on how terrible he looks and on his horrible
time President Lowry was in Cincin
especially
are,
how
sorry we
nati attending a meeting of Pres other pertinent remarks to let him see
since his eyes are beginning to glaae. By now the perspiration is rolling
byterian College Presidents.
are shaking like
down his shirt front and all ten of his
Then on Thursday and Friday, Holden steps at 11:59 on Saturdays. Well, we are rapidly coming
Dean Young and Mr. Bonthiua at- to the conclusion that he is not feeling too hearty at that, although
tended a metting in Chicago of the there is one of our number who is jumping to his feet and is declaring
National Association of Biblical In- that this is nothing but a case of
hysteria, pure and simple.
structors. The time was spent in lis- About this time someone is getting the brilliant idea of calling the local
tening to important papers dealing medic who is listening to our scientific analyses and is confirming our
with current religious questions, pre- viewpoint that this character is rapidly approaching the stage where
pared by some of the foremost lead- he could become indisposed with very little effort or even none at all.
ers in the field of religious education. Well," there is nothing left to do but bundle him up in a few old
Finally, on Sunday, January 18, barracks bags we find lying around in various rooms and drag him to
Dean Young stopped in Findlay to de- Hygeia where he is soon disappearing into the mysteries of the medical
liver a sermon at the First Presbyterian sanctum. Naturally, all this is very discouraging since everyone is

.

T

vy

if

Cincinnati and Chicago

not disagree, certainly they are important. Why then, this toen ion.
Raymond Falls, Youngstown fresh
bother
can
you
me.
doesn't
less
"It
If
be
dollars
any
hundred
one
Would
reward!
dollar
man, is preparing to study law.
twentyive
abstract
down
knit
my
jot
and
notes
John Hudson, a sophomore, is a
hypocritical? I hardly thin it would; and the authors of the scripts
it's all right with me." Mr. Smith. sociology major who plans to be a
would probably be much happier.

After The Wind

A

"considerate" act of throwing the time slips into the air for the
rabble to scramble after. Perhaps the closest analogy to that would be
I
(
that of a Roman general throwing scraps of meat to the dogs to see
them teat each other apart. Surely the student, lowly as he is, deserves
better treatment than that. The student that breas more rules is the
one who benefits the most. For example, early registration, supposedly
for those with one or two changes to mae, was used to advantage
by anyone who thought he could get away with it. Consequently the
poor sucker that waited until Saturday found the classes he wanted
were already filled. There are many more examples but they all prove
one point, that the student gets little consideration in his, or her,
attempt to get an education along his lines of interest.
Perhaps if the bowers that be thought of the student first, they
could thin of some improvements. The purpose of this college was
primarily to benefit the. students. I thought, and being such, its prime
"Well, stupid, can't you wait Mil I finish
consideration was for the students welfare. I can not reconcile to thii
purpose, making students take subjects beyond the requirements
that they have absolutely on interest in, merely because they are the
only subjects" they can fit into their schedule.
If the administration and faculty have no genuine improvements
I hope they will be open for suggestions. It would seem to me that
a more satisfying result would be attained if the educators would nrst
find out what the students wanted to take the next semester and then
make up their schedules. The system of time slips should be greatly cpinAY iantitady 7i
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worKca. omerwise, oaiuraay morning classes wuuia ease me congestion.
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There are many other suggestions, and other people with better ideas.
I realize .this puts a greater burden on the administration and faculty SATURDAY, JANUARY 24
. io:30
but I am weighing tha&jact with the education ,oj the student and, to
History Class ......
..........
.
me, the Student Wins.
Section
First
Informal
8:00
Vic Dance
No doubt these registrations provide a good lesson m life and
9:oo
in humm nature, but must we' learn it "at the cost of our education
Richard 7elson SUNDAY JANUARY 25
9:15
Freshman Forum
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Register For Spring Semester

Scott

:.

Galpin
Babcock

4:15
mad rush of registration,
4:30
number the Junior and Senior fel
1202 energetic students ploughed
through heap of flailing arms and lows added together. They are 205
7:30
the Juniors' 133 and the
legs to make sure that they would strong to
9:00
Wooster Scot next Seniors' meagre 67. Women are fairly
officially be
equitably portioned out. ""143 Fresh
7
semester.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 27
Apparendy the "weaker" sex got men, 142 Sophomores, '34 Junior!,
Girls' Chorus
4; 00
trampled in the struggle, for 692 and 131 Senior vie to see who takes
:..
7:30
Choir
possession of those extra hundred men,
men survived the battle, whereas only
7:00
Choir K
......
This semester's tally is expected to
990 women limped off the field. The
Somphomore class presents better retain the tide for size since there WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
College Circle Tea
4:00
prospect for nil the girl who in- were 23 withdrawals and 27 grad
tend to take advantage of Leap Yeai. uates not returning to the campus.
JANUARY 28
It ha the largest male enrollment, New student are not sufficient to fill THURSDAY,
'
the
gap.
Wives
Veterans'
8:00
out.
men
Freshman
lad.
stalwart
247

la th

7:00-8:0-
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Don't Quote Me

(Fun & Fancy Free"

- But

By BETSY JONBS and M.

A Full Length Feature

J. BENNETT

What do you think Woosterites? Should every year
.

)inah Shore
Edgar Bergen
In Technicolor

.

be leap year?)

Shreff

Something new and different?

Tudy Roberts
but let's look before we leap!
No, there is no point to itvsince the girls don't take advantage of
' Ross Dean
the opportunity.
:' "
It's too hard, on us good looking" boys, but it would be great if the

It may be all right

'--

r-.

.

........GaIpin

monday, January

26
Men's Glee Club
String Orchestra
, History Class
Faculty Meeting
Senate
,

FRI.

with

,

1202

Chapel

Chapel
Kauke
Scott
Galpirt
...Senate Room

.

...
:

..

.

.

.

......

..
...

..Chapel
-- Chapel
...Chapel

SUN.

MON.

Mickey Rooney
Brian Donlevy
tn

"Killer McCoy"
Also Selected Short Subjects

WED.

TUES.

Tyrone Power
Joan Blotidell

Galpin
......Babcock

in.

Nightmare Alley".

"
right one would ask.
A woman needs leap year now? Something new

Bill Latimer
huh?'
Barbara Kinsey
,
"What does it matter? The girls don't go after men any more or less
than they do the other 3 years I'm not saying how much they go
after them then.
ChucStocer
Once every four years is enough! It's too hard on us girls ha!
Elaine Bornhuetter
Dic) Poethig
Let's not overdo a good thing!
myself.
Helen
liked
1947,
Agricola
I
of
need
be
definitely
fun
much
wouldn't
It
so
a year
our. own.
We
if it came any oftener
Micie Hagerman
Jim Parmenter
As if things aren't bad enough now!
fine
for guys like Shawver and Hodgson the bashful
It would be
'
JacKlygaard
type.
From' what I hear.very year is already leap year. Who observes
formalities?
Sue
uay
You might ask, "What year isn't?"
John W. Folta
"

.
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FILLIPS
By LARKY

J.I II

i

"Flip" PIPE

Coach Mose Hole says of the Woos-te- r
Mount Union basketball game
which the Black and Gold won last
Saturday by a 65-- 3 1 score, "ft was one
of the finest team triumphs I can remember since taking the Scots' basketball helm in the season of 1927."
It would be impossible and foolhardy to attempt tb designate any one
player at the key to
Wooster'i victory after
such a statement. TVas
victory, pure
a team
and simple.
Yet prior to the same
bettine circlet were to
leery of the Mount squad that the out
come was considered a tossup, an unusual situation considering the Scots'
6-- 2
record and the fact that the game
was being played on Wooster't court.
,

Bowling Green Tankers
h
7
Scots
Qul-splas-

To Stage Prolific Jim Weygandt
II
'
Danny Battle During Exam IVcclc Shows Class
casaba
The
Senior Year
points a game The Scots
averaging

Scots-Filnsld- os

48-2-

Holden Wins Two Event

Wooster-Muskingu- m

.

Coach Carl B. Muruon's natators clash scheduled for Severance Gym
performed much better than antici- a week from tomorrow evening prompated but still were unable to fend ises a most pleasant interlude for
off a strong Bowling Green swimming those
s
blues.
squad which outsplashed the Scots,
This is one fray you should abso
Tuesday afternoon in the collutely not miss regardless of whether
lege gym.
you're behind, in your course of RemEd (The Chest) once again paved
edial
or not. If a sick
the way for Wooster's fine showing
friend threatens to prevent you from
by taking firsts in the 130 yard back
witnessing this all important hoop ex
stroke and the 400 yard free style.
bring her along; in case
travaganza,
Is the latter event Holden edged Bowllose you can get sick to
Scots
the
ing Green's Steve in a thriller-chille-r
gether.
of a stretch drive.
Basket
Lyman Hartley and Bill Hewitt also Lead in
Stake
ball
Series
at
triumphed over the opposition in the
hardwood tilts have
100 yard free style and the 200 yard
always been "dog eat dog" affairs, and
Undoubtedly Mount Union's deci- breast stroke.
sive
the
Kent
defeat of
quintet
Bowling Green the ensuing game on the 31st prom
300 yd. medley
inwhich vanquished Wooster,
(Vasterling back, Pence breast, Van ises to be no exception. Of the 20
fluenced public opinion. Here again Allman free) won, 3 min. 20.1 sec. games played between the two schools,
many supposedly smart cookies, wsnt
2oo yd. free
Kline (BG) won, eacht has won 10. Thus the winner a
off the deep end in thinking Mount Parsons (BG) 2, Hewitt (W).
week trom Saturday will regain the
couldn't miss whipping Wooster be- Van Allman (BG) 2, Holden (W) 3 edge in the series.
cause of the comparative scores.
The Black and Gold courtiers of
24.9 sec.
season had an 18 point
These sharp characters argued that
Fancy diving
Logan (BG) won, the '46-4-7
lead over the Muskies on the Muskthe 13 point difference between the Walton (W) 2, Ewing (BG) 3.
scores of the Mount-Ken- t
100 yd. free
game and
Hartley (W) won, ingum court with nine minutes to be
played. But the Muskies staged a
the 12 point difference of the
Frary (BG) 2, Parsons (BG) 3.
tremendous stretch drive to nip the
game totalled 23; sub- 60.3 sec.
150 yd. back
Holden (W) won, Scots,
tract 10 or 13 points because the game
was being played on Wooster's court, Walden (BG) 2, Southwick (W) 3.
And when it is realized that Muskand the Purple Raiders were still a 1 min. 52.6 sec.
ingum has won the last five casaba
"shoe-in- "
for the win.
200 yd. breast
Hewitt (W) won, conflicts from Wooster and that the
The result Wooster 65, Mount Hackel (BG) 2, Boggs (BG) 3. 2 Scots have been unable to defeat the
Union 51.
min. 44.2 see.
Muskies in this sport sinre 1944, one
400 yd. free
Holden (W) won, realizes that neither Coach Mose Hole
e
Calculations Do not EsSteve (BG) 2, Hartley (W) 3.5 min. nor his squad will be pointing for the
timate Ability to Be "Up" for
14 8 sec.
new Concord quintet much!
Certain Games
Bowling Green
400 yd. relay
in Ohio
calcuThe fallacy in all
lations is that there is no way of Vasterling, Van Allmas, Kline, Wa
Conference
estimating a team's ability to be "up" don) won. 4 min. 1.4 sec.
To make things all the more inter
or "not hitting" for certain games.
esting, Wooster and Muskingum are
virtually tied in both the Ohio Con
Nor can figure filberts, myself included, estimate the influence tradition
ference and Ohio State. The Muskies
plays. In games such as the Wooster-Moun- t
have
won 9 and lost only two in the
68-4- 1
Union fray it is best to throw
state in comparison to Wooster's seven
Inaugurating a new winning skein, victories and two defeats.
the
conclusions out of the
window and start from scratch like Wooster's Freshmen basketball team
In the Ohio Conference the New
the long underwear salesman does. trampled the Loudonville Flyers into Concord five boasts a
record while
Scoring their second the Scots own up to four wins and
Last Saturday's clash 'twixt Wooster the boards
and Mount Union furnishes a dandy highest total of the season, the year two losses. Thus a loss for either team
example of a tradition-seepegame ling meshed 30 fielders and eight free would be disastrous in their drives for
which
the Conference's top rung,
both
in
teams removed all the throws.
The
was
in
score
stops..
Muskies are Tops offensively
favor of the Frosh. This lead was
Mount thought that stopping the
in Conference
steadily thoroughout the
scoring pyrotechnics of "Swish" Shaw increased
Muskingum is currently the hottest
second half.
and "Fingers" Wagner or halting just
offensive team in the Conference. It
Ned Johnson, who centers the baby
one of them would provide the Raidhas scored 468 points in seven games,
wa- - the big
noise in the
varsity,
ers with ample scoring margin with
mutilating the meshes
which to win. Yet, despite the valiant Scot camp. In
with 19 points Johnson was hotter
Fifth-Seven- th
efforts of Mount, Wagner caged 19
points and Shaw was only slowed to Nan a radiator salesman's temper,
high among yearling scorers for the
14. Their total of 33 points, however,
still .would not have been enough to '48 season.
Johnson was seconded by the 10
insure victory for the Scots. How
and nine points with which Price Daw
then, you ask, did Wooster wrap up
and Jesse Malinowski clogged the
the ball game?
figJohn "Rah" Allen and Val "Boats"
What the Alliance quintet failed hoop. All told, ten of the Frosh
ured in the scoring colums.
Frederick
wree the goliaths of Fifth's
anticipate
was Pat "The Tree"
to
Frosh
Fid. FI. Tl. attack as the Phi Delts smothered the
Milligan scoring 15 points to exceed
Allen
3 strong Second quintet,
.
his previous four point average by Morris, f
portrayed the role of "Mr. Inside"
3
19
c
8
Johnson,
11 points, and Jim Weygandt
scor
with a total of 10 points, while Fred- 2
ing 14 points, nine more points than Talkington, ' g.
ricks proved conclusively that he was
Daw,
2
10
4
f.
,
.
five
his
ponnt average for the previous
91-3-

nuun

L 1,3
V

between-exam-

48-2-

7,

Brown-Nosin- g

Wooster-Muskingu- m

Scot-Musk-

ie

8

68-7-

6,

.

4

Kent-Woost-

er

63-6-

2.

Pre-Gam-

pre-gam-

Scots-Muski-

e

Neck-inNec- k

es

Frosh Trample
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d

half-tim- e

30-1- 6

,

24-1- 9.

13

eight games. Such qualities as team Bird, g.
spirit and the will to win are beyond Anderson, f.
Malinowski, f.
e
calculation.
McCaughey, c.
Rumblings from Faculty Row: My Dorricott, g.
spies belatedly inform me that Prof, Paige, g
Totals
Archie
Dr.
Ver

I

2

:

3

.4

pre-gam-

Johnston and

.

Wooster's

"

professor had more on the ball than
thjr' entire Findlay team had at any
time during the evening.
And according to Rev. Bates, Mount
Union's Beaver Bell did not ring true
in regards to sportsmanship (if you
recall, Blondie Bell was the hoopster
who "hippodromed" Miney Busack).
Rev. Bate's succinct description of
Bell's actions were, "he employed a
sharp elbow, and a swing shift."
Them's fightin' words, John Lt
Lucas, Scot varsity performer,
specializes in a very cute shot which
amazes the average fan,
In making this shot Lucas jumps,
curling himself into a question mark
as he does so. Letting go at the basket
push shot, Rob
with a
falls away from the shot instead of
making the normal follow-thru- .
This
is definitely one for Ripley's scrap
book.
..
two-hande-

d

30

Loudonville
Mowery, f.
Mavis, f.
Yunker,
Marietta, g.
Curren, g.
Derenberger, f.
Jarvis, c. ...
Rader, g.
Kirkham, g.

1.96

0
8

2

4
68

Fid. Fl. Tl.

c,....

Totals

4 "Mr. Outside" as he
6 points into the hoop.

0

10

2

Karl

Steeg were watching the Wooster-Find- lay fiasco, otherwise known as a bask
etball game, when an errant (Western
Union no doubt) basketball sailed
blithely over Karlos' rocky promon
tory and smote Archie flush on the
proboscis. Tis no rumor that at the
precise instant of contact between
leather and Archie's physiognomy,
" "Johnstbniah-on-the-spot-

3

.

0
0

.

L

5

3

13

1

1

3

2

4

0

2

0
3

0
8
7

1

2

1

2

17

41

4

..

i

Referees: Boyer (Loudonville and
Benson
(Wooster); scorer: Jack
:
"
Lloyd.

8

pot-shotte- d

A better floor game and a more' diversified attack spelled victory for
Fifth. Fifth assumed a lead over Second early in the first quarter and were
never headed from there on in. Harry Scheifele was the pacemaker for
Second with eight points.

The
defeat knocked Second,
last years Kenarden League champs,
temporarily out of the running and
placed more emphasis on tomorrow afternoon's game (the time is 2:45)
between the undefeated powerhouses
of Seventh and Fifty. Both teams are
tied for the top rung in the Kenarden
League with Fifth possessing five victories and Seventh four; neither five
has been defeated.
24-1- 9

In the Trolley League the only
still undefeated are the "strong
Coach Johnny Swigart announces and very classy Dougfass courtiers.
that second rounds in the Intramural Five victories and no defeats dot their
basketball league will begin shortly
after exams. In order to promote a
finer caliber of refereeing in the future, the MSGA has provided for
intramural referees to be paid henceforth.

ca-ge-

rs

schedule.

Douglass Defeats Eighth 36-2Douglass' most smashing triumph
occurred when they tied the can to
Eighth, 36-2Masao Kunoyoshi and
Johnny
Kenney were the big guns as
'
each poured 14 points thru the iron
'
O. K., 'fess up that you didn't rimmed bucket.
realize Coach Hole's current basketThe Trolley League offers an extra
ball clan has scored 64 points more special bargain bill tomorrow afterthan the '46-'4- 7
quintet had at the noon featuring Eighth Section (four
end of nine games. The Scots of wins, one loss) vs. Ninth (three wins,
8
now report an offensive average two losses), Douglass (five wins) vs.
of 60 points comparison to last sea- Independents (two wins, three losses),
son's average of 53 points. And the and Fifth's seconds (three wins, two
'46-'4quintet was" the - aggregation losses) vs. Seventh's seconds (two
which set a new scoring total of 1366. wins, four losses).
,
.

47-'4-

7
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Wooster emerged victorious over Mount Union
in a wild
By CHUCK WILLIAMS
rank third in the' Conference with
and wooly ball game played in Severance Gym last Saturday. It was
One of the most pleasing perform
a total of 361 points in six games for
the Scots' most satisfying win of the year and according to Coach
a 60 point average. Defensively the ances of the cage season was that Mose Hole one of the
greatest team victories ever accomplished by a
Muskies have allowed 394 points as
turned in by Jim Weygandt in last wooster cage squad during his tenure as head basketball coach.
against Wooster's 316.
Few realized it at the time but the 65 points Wooster scored against
Saturday's Wooster-Moun- t
Union
If you're gullible enough to go on
Union was the highest total
Mount
the basis of comparative scores, the game. Jim was a vital factor in the ever recorded by either of the two gressfve checking the defensive standScots'
The Muskies
triumph over Mount and schools in their 63 game rivalry. His- out.
game is a toss-uZone Defense Stymies Mount Union
Findlay
the Scots proved himself more than capable of tory in the making no less!
What defeated the Raiders was
breezed past the Oilers
filling the defensive forward post in
Share and Shan Alike
Wooster's ability to recover rebounds
lost to Kent State
and
is Team's Theme
which Coach Mose Hole placed him.
and the agressive, fast break the Scots
score.
the Scots ditto by a
Wagner, ' Shaw, Milligan, Wey- used
W
ygandt
points
in
scores
14
to exploit their opportunities.
Twice Muskingum has nipped
gandt, Busack: all should share in Nor could the
Alliance quintet dent
game
Mount
and
Mount Union by scores of
the glory. This is one cake that should
the
impregnable
Weygandt
be
proved
zone defense the
thorn
a
to
the Black and Gold defeated
be sliced in five equal portions with
Scots
up.
set
1
Moont last week by a
score. in the Kaiders side all evening as he no single individual receiving
an ex"Digger" Dorland, second highest
Finally, both schools have lost to played a cyclonic type of ball which
tra allotment of frosting.
Mount
Union scorer, was so baffled
Ohio Wesley an: the Muskies
netted the Black and Gold a desper
"Fingers" Wagner played his usual by the Scots' defense that he began
and the Scots
ately needed 14 points. His timely superlative game in rupturing die throwing away the ball and was reKukura. Mans Forward Post
and accurate shooting kept the Purple cords with 19 points. He paced the moved early in the gam to pro
Larry Kukura, Muskie forward, is
Scots with 12 points in the first half. tect the spectators.
the big gun on New Concord's front Raiders off balance throughout the
Wooster leaped to a quick
Counting the entire Ashland game
epic struggle.
line. He was selected on the
first half of the lead when Weygandt intercepted a
and
the
of
most
team for '46 and had been selected
Playing a hard and alert brand of Mount game, Shaw went 67 minutes Mount pass and bunnied his way
Conference squad
on the
basketball, it was Weygandt's light- without scoring even a
" down the court. Two fielders by Milfor the past two seasons. Averaging
ligan gave the Scots a 2 lead.
goal.
field
Much
credit
should
14 points in his first 10 games, Ku- ning fast interception that presented
In spite of nine consecutive points
be given Earl, who instead of crackkura is a great ball handler with a the Scots with their first bucket of the
ing wide open and throwing the ball by "Fingers" Wagner and a field
good set shot and a classy assortment evening and had much to do with ripaway because of his inability to find goal by Jim Weygandt, the score waa
of hook shots.
ping asunder the Raiders' aura of in- the scoring range, passed off and
set twice knotted at 13 and 17 points.
Teaming with Kukura on the for- vincibility.
up his teammates. Recapturing his Hereupon, Wagner connected on a
ward line is Harry Krall, the fastest
free throw and Weygandt sunk long
It was Jim's first crack at the for eye late in the first half, "Swish" went
player on the team. Krall is reputed
on to crease the cords with 14 points. fielder to present Mose Hole's eager
to be a great ball hawk who special' ward slot since he was a freshman Milligan and Weygandt play Best with a
lead.
izes in fast breaks and fancy dribb on the Wooster cage squad of '42- Bell
made
good
on a free throw to
Games of Careers
'43. Weygandt's speed and height
ling.
reduce
the
margin,
but "Swish" Shaw
Without the shadow of a doubt Pat
Ruby Averages 16 points per Game along with a good eye make him
opened
with
up
field goals and
two
deadly on a fast break or
shot. 'The Tree" Milligan and Jim
Wagner
at Center
chipped
in
another two- played the finest games of their
Jim started his hardwood career in basketball
pointer
make
to
the
score
8
Big Bill Ruby (6 ft., 4 in.) is the
at
careers. Milligan's 13 points
where
he
earned
Chester,
Ohio,
a
the
half.
is
Muskie
quintet.
He
gem on the
were second high for the Scots. Leadthe leading scorer with an average of varsity letter for three consecutive ing the pack with 1 1 points in the Scott post Big Scoring Margins in
only con
Second Half
16 points for the first ten games. A years. His talents weren't
second half, "The Tree" branched out
fined
the
and
he
also
cords;
to
courts
Instead
of
cooling off during the
Wag'
scoring duel between "Fingers"
with a vengeance. Wagner and he
letters
baseball
earned
four
in
as
a
intermission
the
Scots were hotter than
probable.
ner and him is very
were particularly devastating under
pitcher.
(Continued
on page 4)
the bucket.
Rounding out the Muskingum five
is
first
first
freshman
be
to
Jim
Coach Hole installed Jim Weygandt
are guards Lou Bonvechio (5 ft., 10
awarded "W"
1
in
the defensive forward position, and
ft.,
(6
in.),
White
and
Dean
in.)
In 1942 Weygandt entered Wooster Jim reacted as if he'd played the post
both fine floor men. White has, more
and continued to improve on his dual since his cradle days. Weygandt's
over, averaged 10 points per game.
in
talents by playing on the Scots' basket terception of a Mount pass provided
By ROSE KESEL
So come early and watch the fun.
ball and baseball teams. He thus Wooster with its first basket
Monday
and Wednesday nights, the
and was
'Tis no fish story that the Wooster
earned the unique achievement of be an indication of the
first
games
of the girl's basketball
type
Muskie game promises to be a "catch
ing the first freshman ever awarded of basketball which Wooster waa
played off. Despite
tournament
were
to
game from beginning to
the "W",
the enthusiastic
employ
participation, no
game.
all
Twitching
the
twine
end.
'
At the end of his freshman year with 14 points, Jim looked like a real mangled misses were carried of the
Feb. 6 and 7 the Scots are slated to
court. Perhaps the memory of football hawk.
Jim was snatched in to the Navy
trade buckets with Hiram and Ash
ball training has made at least the up.
and left for.
where
Miney "Iceman" Busack
land.
perclass
women undaunted by all mishe was stationed for about a year and
Miney Busack's floor game was suHe lettered in basketball and perb. Never ruffled in spite of the in- haps that don't result in slings and
baseball even while at
When tense pressure, Miney was the height crutches.
In a hotly contested game Mondar
shipped to Guam, Weygandt con of placidity. He appeared to be dribtinued to play basketball and baseball bling ice cubes instead of a basket- night, the Imps emerged victorious
over Hoover, with a score of 16 to
on the base teams.
ball
of the time. There
In the fall of '46 Jim returned to was only one cooler person in the 11. Ann Menold of the freshman
his old stamping grounds. A an un- gym, and that was the gent in the team, totaled up nine points for the
24-1- 9
derstudy to the brilliant Bob Baxter balcony who got an ice cream bar losers, to score the highest for either
team.
7
during the
season, Weygandt stuck in his false teeth.
League Standings:
During the second game of the
Scot fans wen treated to two enscored 33 points and earned his secseries,
the GDIs lost to the Trumps,
Kenarden League
Won Lost ond letter as a Scot hoopster. His out- tirely different offenses. Using the
19
11.
Pat Culp added up fifteen
to
Fifth
standing performance ocurred in the fast break and fire alarm systems of
points
for
the Trumps to scor the
Wooeter-OhiSeventh
Wesleyan game which basketball, Wooster
literally "fast
highest
for
the
evening.
Second
broke" Mount into the boards. Fast,
the Scots won
Jim's
Wednesday
night
saw the Peanuts
First
bunny shot in the dying seconds iced alert passing was also a feature of the
opposing
the
Spuds,
and the PyraThird
this contest for the Black and Gold. Black and Gold's floor game, and ag- mids the Miller Bombers.
Fourth
Weygandt also captured a letter in
The swimming contest has ceased to
baseball pitching and playing the out
Trolley League
be
Spoi
Shov
a
for the Juniors with
49
field for Coach Art Murray's diamond
Douglass
the
Seniors making rapid advances
devotees.
Eighth
Wins
1947
toward their score. The totals now
This is Jim's last season for the
Ninth
Athletic Director Mose Hole's rec stand with the Juniors leading with
Scots; next fall Wooster's 6 ft. 3 in.
Fifths seconds
ords show that the College of Wooster 482 lengths ,the Seniors 423, the
medicine man will transfer his bedside
Fireballs
enjoyed a successful year in sports Freshmen 133, and the Sophomores
manners to Western Reserve. His
Independents
during 1947. In eight branches of in- 90. Free swimming is still open every
talent is reflected in a brother who is
Seventh's seconds
tercollegiate sports Wooster won 49, Monday and Wednesday night at
now playing at Chester and who gave
Second's seconds
0
lost 3 1 and tied two.
9:00 and Saturday at 11:13, so come
the Scot Freshmen a "rough time by
Scoring Summary thru Jan. 20:
and help your class finish in the
out
In
the
four
major
of
sports
foot
scoring 17 points against them.
Kenarden League
ball, basketball, track and .baseball lead.
Weygandt Blossoms into Scoring
Gaston (First)
43
the Black and Gold donned the lau
Threat
Chambers (Fourth)
38
rel wreath 32 times and were snatched
When one considers that he has
Scheifele (Second)
34
bald headed but 13.
aheady
surpassed his
total of
HAHDUBGED
Stocker (Second)
32
Minor sports show that Wooster
with
points
the
half
comseason
not
27
Stratton (First)
r
pleted, and that his current 57, points copped 17 victories, flunked in 16 con- Curry (Third)
26
12 less than Wooster's fore- tests and were tied twice.
Guzzo (Seventh)
.25 are butguard
Won Lost Tied
made in the entire ' 23
24 most
Reitz (Second)
Basketball
beschedule
last
of
game
it
season,
- 22
Fredricks (Fifth)
7
hooves one not to regard Weygandt's Swimming
21
Milligan (Fifth)
V
' Track
2
1
lightly
potentialities
scoring
or
20
Kuhn (Sixth)
Tennis
2
Mpunt
the
weren't
you.
of
a
spectator
Kennedy (Seventh)
'
.20
PHONE 540-Golf
7
speed
Throttling
game?
and
Jim's
- 20
Hollingsworth (Second)
'
4
drive will be a major chore "from here Football
Trolley League
Baseball
7
the
on
for
in"
Scots'
of
any
oppoGrenert (Ninth)
74

Tangle Tomorrow;
Allen, Fredrichs Pace Fifth As
Phi Delts Smother Second

11

mm
II

li

II

1

1.

;i7

R

Byers (Fifth seconds) '
Roush (Eighth)
Kuniyoshi (Douglass)
Kenney (Douglass)
Gester (Independents)
Hoge (Seventh's seconds
Metz (Eighth)
Russell (Seventh's seconds)
McComas (Ninth)
Guyer (Fireballs)
Dowd (Fireballs)

Garratt (Ninth)
Glatz (Seventh's seconds)

49 nents.
Little wonder that the campus is
44
41 pulling for Wooster to finish the re39 mainder of its games- undefeated or
38 that the theme song should be, "Wey34 gandt we do this more often?"
.

-

Cross Country

Totals:

1

49

The track team placed second and
third in triangular meets. The cross
country team placed third in one
J.
quadrangular meet.

30

'29
26
24

,,

23
'

23
21

J
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MANN'S LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
An Agent in Each Dorm

Moore

Taste Treats

!

Special Cakes
Cherry Tarts & Delicious Rolls

Mporo Bakeries
138 B. Liberty

Tel.
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"Full-Life- "

These books will b held in the
office for the faculty until Jan. 22d.
On that day they will be released for
general circulation. Your requests art
checked on this list.
THE PRESS
Pollard. J. E Presidents and the
press. 1947.
PERSONALITY ft SUCCESS
Allan, D. M. Realm of personality. (cl947).
MacGibbon, E. G. Fitting your
self for business; what the employer
wants beyond skills. 2d ed. 1947.
RELIGION
McKenzia, J. G. Nervous disorders
and character; a study in pastoral
psychology and psychotherapy,

Bv TACK MACY

(Continued from Page 1)
the scoring department, havong ac
counted for 13 or more points in four
of the seven games. Bell's 82 points
are worth an 11.5 average.
The guards are Bill Schneebeck
(6 ft., 1 in.) and Chuck Bare (6 ft.),
who have scored 45 and 40 points
respectively.
basketball hisThe Wooster-Kenyo- n
tory dates back to 1902 when the
Scots took the Lords into camp
Of the 43 games played between
the two schools Wooster has won
37 and lost only six.
Wooster has won 17 straight against
'
Kenyon
Coach
Hole's personal record
against Kenyon is 18 wins and but
two losses. Wooster has now victimized
Kenyon 17 consecutive 'times; the
Lords have failed to win a ball game
from the Scots since 1928.
It may be a different story tomorrow night, for Kenyon aims to Lord
it over the Scots with one of the high
est scoring teams in hs history. Can
the Black and Gold pull Rixey's halo
over his eyes is the 64 question?
--

By RAE PALUMBO
few people. Just sheer premeditated murder
murder
like
a
I'd
to
of some of my so'called pals who are always watching out so that
d
college life, they say.
I have a good time. Don t have a
Relax, enjoy extra'
college
studying.
s
more
than
all
to
there
After
curricular activities." That sounded like pretty sensible logic to me.
personality not a Phi Bete!
After all, I did want to be a
So I got all involved in Several camthis point I should futiley have atpus organizations; always winding up
tempted the explanation that since I
on some committee to promote better
the weekend at a Conferunderstanding on a variety of topics had spent
ence aimed at abolishing
from cannibalism to the New Look.
.activities; had a meeting with
I even enjoyed myself. I went to the bachlorettes of . the campus on
swimming meets, baseball games, baskMonday night; listened to an outside
etball
games, forum discussions, speaker advocating Wallace for PresChapel, heard outside speakers, made
ident on Tuesday night and was
kncVft my availability to the opposite
s
scheduled to referee a game of
sexplayed tennis, learned golf, played
on Thursday night this was the
bridge, spent countless hous at the
only chance I had to write my reShack being "joey" and stayed up
ligion term paper due on Friday. But
until the wee hours of the morning
I ididn't. I hated to be a
discussing what all bull sessions disand they really wanted my company.
cuss when they've exhausted intelAt 6:35 I was propelled out of the
lectual topics (which doesn't take
dining hall beating Mrs. Golder by
much exhausting). I never comabout one yard and given orders to
plained. College life was just a bowl
hurry up and get ready to leave for
of cherries with a few pits here and
the game. I protested that the game
there. I always managed to squeeze by
didn't start until 7:30 and why the
tests and exams and if my college rush. With
a shove in the direction
life is
it certainly can't be
of my room I was told to hurry if I
blamed on the intellectual side. I've
intended (to get a seat. It was no use
managed to be a very average, averarguing. My buddies and I barreled
age student. All this however doesn't
over to the gym along with 1000
explain why 'm bent on murder.
other students.
Here's what happened.
The seats were already jammed but
Conversation, Spasmodic and Dull being an agressive bunch we pushed
The dinner conversation was as our way to the north end of the
spasmodic and dull as usual to fit bleachers and told the Sophs that
the kind of food we were eating un- saving seats wasn't allowed. They retil someone said: "There's a basket- moved their belongings
and we
ball game tonight. Anybody going?" promptly climbed up into khe mid.

one-side-

Well-rounde-

d

extra-ciric-ul-

(cl947).
Essential
Das Bhagavan. comp.
unity of all religions. (1946)
SOCIAL SCIENCES .
Odum, H. W. Way of the South;
toward the regional balance of
America. 1947.
Konvitz, M. R. Alien and thi
Asiatic in American law. 1946,
High cost of
Moon, Bucklin
prejudice. (cl947)..

ar

tiddle-wink-

--

party-poop-

Attend Conference
Ed Cheatham and Amy Lei will
be NSA's representatives at the Ohio
College Conference in Minority Prob
lem at Columbus February 6, 7, and

one-side-

8.

d

Tha purpose of the meeting is: To
inform college students and admin-istratorabout the nature of discrim
ination in American coueges ana
methods that have previously been
used to eliminate such discrimination,
to explore the value of
in ending discrimination, to set in motion aspects of a program which will
eventually remove the quota system
question which was imfrom American colleges and univer-side- A harmless
by a chorus of,
answered
mediately
and to coordinate the efforts of
minus one
chorus
course".
A
"Of
Ohio students with those of students
as I pointed out I love ex
Now,
me.
in other parts of the country.
activities but everytime I
InrUiAeA in tVift nrnffram is a
basketball
game I swear I'll
a
speech by the president of Oberlin U
go
aometmng
always
again,
College and a newspaper columnist. never
happens. But I'm getting ahead of
Reports from various organizations
body the table turned
concerning particular problems on my story. In a
reached
for a handful of
school campuses, as well as discus to me as I
hastily
withdrew
my hand
sions in committees formed at the carrots. I
they
carrotp
thinking
the
was
it
convention, are planned. To reduce
know
they
wanted
But
no
to
the possibility of making "Jack a wanted.
So I
dull boy" a recreation night is sched- why I wasn't going to the game.
be
and
reached for the carrots again
uled for Saturday evening.
nonchalmunches
I said as
Since one of the projects of NSA tween
have a term paper
could,
antly
"I
as
I
is the elimination of racial discriminaImmediately
write"
a cry arose of
tion, Amy and Ed are being sent in to
game,
order to bring back to the students "Oh! you've got to so to this
of Wooster some suggestions con; It s the best or the year. Aw, come
col on. You'll enjoy the relaxation." At
cerning possible
for
s

ce

s,

tra-curricul- ar

programs
a
They will probably
make a report at the regular NSA
meeting on Tuesday, February 10 at
1 o'clock in Lower Kauke.

er

lege undertaking.

BEST

THE

dle row, settled ourselves' comfortably
and waited for something to happen,
Wiser kids had their knitting along
the rest of us just sat and waited
watching the clock which now said
6:45.
What I want to know is what makes
somebody sitting in the top row sud
denly decide that is imperative for
him to have a drink of water. He
comes down to get a drink not once,
not twice, but five times before the
game starts must have been a loose
somewhere. And then
connection
there's the girl in front who turns
sweetly and says "Do you mind if I
lean back on your legs. It makes
a wonderful backrest." Your reply is
in the affirmative and when you try
to adjust your feet so you won't lose
your balance, and accidentally pinch
that part of the anatomy on which
in the affirmative and when you try
she is sitting, you get a cold stare
ana never mina. rviy dbck isnt a
.

in TOWN

CANDY SERYICE

bit tired." You withdraw your feet
and there you sit dangling. By this
time the teams are on the floor warm'
tag up and time goes faster. Finally
the band plays the Star Spangled
Banner and when you try to get up
the guy in back pushes and the girl
in front doesn't get up quickly enough
so there you are wishing you had a
pair of wings or at least the mechanism of a heliocopter. While you're
standing the girl next to you one
of the buddies again lays down her
knitting, guess where? When you sit
you find out and before you get
collected the game starts. Such yelling
and screaming you never heard be
fore. By this time your nerves are
all shot and you don't exactly ap
predate the character in back who
keens Doundins you on the head
saying iWhat a shotl Foul on 45
Can't that ref see anything? Come
on, Shorty!" You can't go up; you
can't go down. You just dangle and
hold your breath. If you breathe you
might lose your balance and by this
there isn't any air left any- .
.r
Ml
way, X our iinina is miea wun roe
picture of the quiet, celllike Babcock
single, a retreat from the noise of the
world. But here you sit among la man- agerie of educated apesfc who take
every opportunity to kick, beat and
pinch you to death in their frenzy
of excitement. Your only thought is
to get the kids who talked you into
this mess. Never again. Wham! "Did
you see that shot! He's hot tonight"
Bang! Bing! Socko! "Come on,
Shorty."
,

mm

w
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1

f-
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We feel like the man who finds himself on a stage and begins with
a very profound, "Unaccustomed as I am : . . , etc, which statement
about as profound as his, only we're not reduced to running our
mainly because we're not wearing a collar.
finger around our collar
Incidentally, extensive tests have shown not only tnat u you staix
at the front you can't complete the circle because your head gets in
is

the way (try it some time) but that no
collar will let you down
those circumstances.
under
shrink
and
only
for the maneuver
excuse
The
keeps your hands
be'
that
it
seems to
busy so you won't bite your fingernails.
In this we're pretty sure most authori
ties on oratory and forensics will agree.
Fornesics is one of Dr. Walcott's
words marked down to
r
self-respecti-
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Mount Union
(Continued from Page 3)
ever for the second half. Wooster in'
creased its eight point lead and never
allowed the Raiders to creep within
less than ten points. The largest mar9
and
gins of the evening were
-

57-3-

65-4-

r

't

4-

Milligan, Shaw, Weygandt, Wag
ner, and Busack all sparkled this half
in sinking 11, 10, 8, 7, and 3 points
respectively, ......
Shots on the basket show that
Wooster connected on 28 of their
68 shots. The Scots first half totals
were eleven connections out of 37 at- a as sin I lialf farfttattA
nmnt Itnfj.
I k (.1110
,VW
lUh IftlW BVWUU
h amazinir comoletion averaee o:
,7 bucket in 31 attempts.
Mount, in comparison, made good
20 of their 51 attempts on the bas
ket. Only nine of 26 went thru the
hoop in the first half, whereas 1
of 25 caught the strings in the sec

At half time you decide you've had
enough but you're hemmed in. Peo- ole look at you as if they- would
purposely make you slip if you dared
try to get down. To say you weren't
enjoying the game would be heresy
so you just sit and wait listening to
the gay chatter all around you. During the second half your head is be
ginning to show visible aigns of be
ing beaten upon not to mention your ond half.
back which is black and blue. The
Neither team was effective from the
final whisde blows and suddenly, you foul line. Wooster made only nine
begin to feel quite happy. It wai of its 20 free throws, and Mount
a rather exciting game. At least every could redeem only 11 of its 24 charity
one is saying so .and you're wearing tosses.
the scars of battle. Optimistically you
Fid. Fl. Tl.
Wooster
stand to walk down the bleachers Shaw, f
7
0 14
behind the ' rest of the crowd. (All Wagner, f.
1
5 19
you have to do is stand the crowd Milligan, c.
1
15
7
pushes you down, across the gym Weygandt, g.
2 14
6
floor, down the stairs where you fight J Bu,.
1
g
the law of gravity to get your wraps
Totals
28
9 65
.
. .
Hi i
Fid.1' Fl. Tl.
and once more join the crowd wnicn
e Union
propels you out the door and down Hunter
3
9
............ 3
the steps. Your body unaccustomed to I norlantJ f
1
2
0
the fresh air has a hard moment of Hollinger, c.
1
3
7
readjustment but nnaiiy you are your- - garret) g
2
I
0
e-t-

--

--

T
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you straight.

I

saw the Freedlanders'

jacket, but I won't go
into detail about the
material, action back, and
pockets that make it ideal for sports
Don't have time to tell you about
the
doeskin on one side,
wool on the other, that zips out com
pletely (sleeves too), making the jacket
perfect winter, summer, spring and
falL Guess Til just skip its faultless
detail, and that it's one of the sharp
est things I've seen.
Nothing like a brisk hike, or skate,
or something, to set the blood tingling in your veins these wintry days
If you have any blood. Anyway hik
ing, etc., gives me a chance to mention
Rancho frontier pants. Yes, Freedlanders has 'em. All. the way from
J5.95 to 18.95. The 18.95 ones are
all wool, the $5.95 and 6.95 ones are
mm
.cotton. 1 hey re twill; twill be a very
"year-rounde-

r"

water-repelle-

1

self again.

II

CITY

-

nt

221 E. Liberty

,

CENT WITH
TO 1.00 BOXED

PRICED FROM

sturdy item. Slenderizing, too. Come
in natural, black, brown. The pockets
button, which is tough for pick-po- c
riders
kets but nice for horse-bac- k
Not slack, not a jean, their narrower
legs make 'em just right for riding

and hiking. Frontier pant!
Don't 'pose anyone's still reading
this. All studying for exams. ,Oh
well if anyone bad read this far, I'd
have told them about nylon sweaters
They're
Cost only J3.9J and
short sleeved, waist length, better for
wearing in heated class rooms than
' wooL Best yet,
I could have told how
they're " not only beautiful in blue,
pink, maize and white, but guaranteed
not to shrink or stretch when you
'
wash 'em. Just wring 'em out and
hang on a hangar. Dry in no time,
They are. If you'll pardon tha ex
pression, WONDERFUL!
dred.
Yon fly
'

,

REFRIGERATED
CANDY

G I FT

THE

dents in "basic" courses.
Note 1. The above percentage norms
are not to apply rigidly to any
particular class but will guide the
Faculty
of The College of
Wooster in grading students over
a period of years.
2. In order that faculty mem
bers may know which courses are
defined as "basic" courses the
Dean of the college will maintain
list of all courses ofan
fered by the college which fall
into that category.

Note

up-to-da-

FRANK

CORNER

We're beginning to think we should
have called all this "Preface" so we
could be sure nobody would read it.
Some wet blanket will probably sug'
gest that we call the rest "Footnotes"
for the same reason, which leads to
an interesting point. If one is a footnote, and two on the same page are
footnotes, what have you got when
you have more than one on two pages?
Feetnotes, and that sounds silly.

mid-semeste-

r.

MORE ON

(Continued from Page 1)
On a January night
The seventeenth is just right
We will start the leap Year O. K. .
After the game and you don't pay
We all hope to see you then
All you freshman men
Hoover had waved the white flag
That night they found a snowman on
their front porch holding the follow
ing penitent message:
You've done your hair and had your
shower

You ve dressed with care; its zero
hour,
You brood and worry as you wait
You wish you hadn't made the date
Can he afford to take you out?
What'U he find to talk about?
If he cant dance, you'll be a wreck
Supposin' he expects to neck!
You wonder if you're on safe ground.
Or getting the well known
Your hands are cold ,your head is hot
Your feet are rooted to the spot.
Take comfort chum, these words are

Pi

run-aroun- d

true,

Your date's as scared as you.

Come and See our New

BLOUSES

Wooster, O.

in their new first floor location

Kaser & Vaughan

Jockey
RELIABLE

PROMPT

R.Y

L A U N D

EL LI

SHORTS

O T

and SHIRTS
the popular
man's athletic
Underwear
Brief midway
or long styles

T'S

"Since 1900"

DRY CLEANING

WELLS

SEE OUR AGENT IN YOUR DORM

DRUG STORE

v

$1295
OPEN BOWLING .....

Wooster Recreation

Hot Fudge Sundaes

P.M.
Sundays
1 - 5
Afternoons
229 East North Street

The Shack

Y5

:30

SANDWICH ISLAND
(opposite the Fair Grounds)

where Sandwiches and Milkshakes
'

are a real treat.

.

.

VALENTINES YOUR HEART'S DESIRE

If you're short of time then call
and have your order delivered.

-

Found at Snyder's

225-- L

.

Prop. Guy Guzzo

5c

A

1.00

this joyous,

v

crisp,

rayon gabardine classic features 'the
"new look."
crease-resista-

1-11-

Phone

d

Cooper

:

Ann Taylor

dog-eare-

The final examination in each
course shall integrate the work of the
entire semester and shall range in
of
value from one:third to one-hal- f
the course grade. The remaining
grade for the course shall be based
Anyway, we flatly refuse to call it
upon not less than two other grades
either, and like Uncle Vyacheslav, we
on written work, one of which shall be
think the ' suggestion would be a disa test given prior to the
tinctly unfriendly act. Quit hounding
A course may be dropped during us; we're getting at the point.
the first two weeks of the semester
without penalty.

'.

r

Looking up from his official desk
and brandishing a rather
copy of "Uninhibited Love in the
Mousetrap Islands", our editor pointed
a stern finger at us and barked,
"You!". "Us?" we asked meekly,
sneaking a look at the Mousetrap
Islands. "Got a match?", roared our
editor. We had used our last one to
give somebody a hotfoot, so the editor
told us to write a feature. Webster,
that old pussyfoot, doesn't come right
out and say so, but we gather that
under such circumstances a feature can
be something that either provides an
attraction or louses up the works com
pletely. There is absolutely no reason
why anybody should think it has anything to do with trees.

te

4-9-

.

to do with trees, despite what we once

thought. Which reminds us that before
we get out on a limb we'd better tell
how we got this way.

W

BRENNER
BROS.

and

to come
Inspect this most modern fixture we have fast installed to
guarantee perfect candy service. In it you see the actual
kept under
candy yon bur
perfect temperature and humidity conditions every hour
of every day. This control
makes positive that every box
of Gobelin Chocolates yon buy
from us is absolutely FRESBl
Tern are invited

1st

1035--

ve

$3.00 to $5.95

Public Square

HAS ARRIYED1

.

(Continued from Page 2)

1

COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER

CABINET

St

Phone

.VALENTINES
ENVELOPES

g,

.

Analysis of
Grade Area

George Lahm

OUR NEW

two-wa- y

inner-linin-

MORE ON

for the holidays
for the simple reason somebody fluffed
up and made too many. It has nothing

three-eighty-fi-

6.

..J

f--

eight-dolla-

k

5
Bell, g
5 15
3
Doll
8It was a cold, clear niaht and there
(Continued from Page 1)
1
13
6
g,
Herman,
will take his independent study on the were patches of ice jalong the path.
20 11 51
XOtalS
T AS,AA tn err. I
1.. 0. A
Supreme Court. On the campus he is T
Referees:
Ellis
Tobin.
and
ack and start that term paper after
a member of Kappa Theta Gamma
honorary dramatic fraternity and Phi all. The kids wanted to go for a coke
Alpha Theta honorary history, on but I stood firm in my resolution to
BOOK STORE
the Inder ' staff, and a member of alone. Everybody else went South
started
study.
So
out
back
I
and
get
fourth section.
ROYAL TYPEWRITER
Also from fourth section, Bud Ulf I went northeast. Halfway down the
Sales c? Service
.
.
.
t
is an economics major witn a law path my foot connected with some
career in mind. He is a member ol thing slippery wham! I found mythe Corporation, has been in several self sprawled in a very unladylike po
Little Theatre productions and will do sition. I got up feeling very foolish
his independent study on the anti and very angry, limped back to the
dorm and nursed my sprained wris- ttrust problem.
Jeweler

4
;:v.v.:.y.--

s.v

.

Washington Plan

Freedlanders
Having awakened my dear little
roommates from their naps and sent
them cheerily off to school, I am
lounging at my desk, with nothing to
do but gaze from my window at
those happy students who don't have
the flu, and ignore the stacks of work
leering at me.
I don't feel much like writing any
thing this week, so I'll just give it to

.

.

ng

'
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Chit-Ch- at

Pure anil Sinnlo

IIoriESMO,

Seekers Kcnyon Game
Poor
Hint Premeditated Murder

Nov; Bool

non-violen-

-

A

r

on Valentine's Day. You
never miss when you send
Hallmark Cards. See our
complete selection now.

IIUSKOFF DRUGS
Wooster Hotel Bldg.

nt

It's so practical and fashionable you'll wear it daytime and evenings, too!
And it conies in the season's
newest colors: Green, Beige,
Blue, Grey, Clay, Tomato
Red. Sizes 10 to 18.

Freedlanders

